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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

                                                         Test Booklet                                             Grade 11 

Write all the answers on your answer sheet.  

I. Vocabulary   

A. Match the words and phrases with their definitions. There are two extra items.(0.5 points) 

1.to spend a lot of time in a particular place or with particular people       

2.to say that something will happen in the future                     

                                                                                (a)preventing 

                                                                                (b)to put out 

                                                                                (c)to hang out  

                                                                                (d)predicting 

B. Completion Test: Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. There are two extra items.(1 point) 

                    

3.We ……………………………..water in the sea.  

4.I was depressed at the thought of all the hard work …………………………….. . 

5.I am not sure ………………………………. I heard him correctly. 

6.You can ask at ………………………….two questions about them.    

C. Add the following affixes(prefixes and suffixes) to the bases given in the box to make complex words, and 
change the spelling of the words where necessary. There are two extra items. (0.5 points) 

  

 

7.dis:                                                                                               8.tion:     

D. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word of your own while considering the first le er of the word.(1 
point)  

9.He decided to climb Mount Everest d------ feeling a terrible pain in his legs. 

10.The mark(sign) used in wri ng to show the end of a sentence or of an abbreviation is called a p----- . 

E. Unscramble the following words to make a meaningful sentence.(1 point) 

11.is – factor – life – have – the – important – a – healthier– what – most – to? 

seek – ahead – belongs – search – least – if                      

appear – harm – same – explain  
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II. Writing 

A. Complete the spelling of the underlined words. One letter of each word is deleted. Write only the deleted 
le er of each word on your answer sheet. (2 points) 

12.A qu-nce is a hard yellow fruit used in cooking.    13.The book doesn’t cont-in many mistakes.  

14.He bought a vac-um cleaner last year.                    15.Water covers a large pr-portion of the earth’s surface. 

16.They exchange feelings throu-h it. 17.It can prevent disea-es. 

18.Our teacher has a very ca-m manner.                     19.He believes that life does not e-ist on Mars.  

B. Morphology: Identify the lexical categories of the underlined words in the sentences below and put them in 
the following groups. There are two extra underlined items.(2 points)  

It helps us work better./ It was above zero degrees yesterday./ Tomorrow never comes./ A planet is a round 
body. / He killed them./ Hmm, that’s an important point. 

20.Verbs:                                                                           21.Adjectives:   

22.Pronouns:                                                                    23.Nouns:               

C. Iden fy the different kinds of adverbs in the sentence below and put them in the following groups.(2 
points)  

 They usually work effectively in the hotel from nine to five. 

24.Adverbs of Time(Frequency):                                  25.Adverbs of Place:           

26.Adverbs of Manner:                                                   27.Adverbs of Time(Infrequency):  

D. Syntax: Iden fy the gramma cal func ons in the sentences below and put them in the following groups.(2 
points)  

                                        ……………………………………………………………………… 

                                                              The weather grew more and more cold. 

28.Subject Complements:                                              29. Predicates: 

                                      ………………………………………………………………………. 

                                                             My wife and I named him John. 

30. Subjects:                                                                   31.Object Complements:  

                                      ………………………………………………………………………. 

III. Grammar  

A. Choose the correct answer.(2 points)   
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32.Doing ……………………………can improve our health.                                                                                                         
 (a)exercise                           (b)exercises                               (c)an exercise                        (d)all of the above           
33.Less than fifty ………………………of the world’s languages have fewer than five ………………………….. speakers. 
(a)percent-thousand           (b)percents-thousands               (c)percents-thousand            (d)percent-thousands 
 34.They collected …………………………..information about this subject. 
(a)some                              (b)a little                                      (c)a few                                   (d)a and b 
35.I saw ……………………………. there. 
(a)lots  chicken                (b)lot of chickens                        (c)plenty of chickens                        (d)b and c 
B. Put the underlined nouns in the sentences below in the following groups. There are two extra underlined 
items that are not nouns. (2 points) 

He wore  ./of gaining their confidence meansan easier We can find ./ s the best medicinei Laughter
(studies) go back to the 1970s. researchesHis ?/ do you live Where at me./ looked./ They glassessun 

36.Singular Countable Nouns:                                                37.Singular Uncountable Nouns:   

38.Plural Countable Nouns:                                                    39.Plural Uncountable Nouns:  

IV. Reading  

A. Sentence Comprehension Test: Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer. (2 points) 

40. “Some languages are too difficult for him to learn.” means…………………………………………… 

(a)some languages don’t vary greatly from region to region                                                                                             
(b)he can learn all languages because of their differences 
(c )he can learn all languages because they are not very difficult                                                                           
(d)some languages are so difficult that he can’t learn them 

41.“Technology addicts do not like to socialize with people.” On the basis of this sentence, ………………… .    

(a)technology addicts dislike spending time with other people in a friendly way                                                         

(b )technology addicts limit the time of working with technologies all the time     

(c)They prefer not to spend much time on working with their devices                                                                         

(d)a and c  

B. Cloze Test: Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. There are 
two extra items. (2 points) 

 

A person’s capacity for dealing with difficulties and problems in modern life without getting angry or 

depressed may be the …………….42……………… to happiness. When we are under stress, the problem is that 

most of us tend to blame other people , ………………43……………  those who are close to us. The most important 

characteristic of happy people is an ………………..44……………… to handle emotional crises. Psychologists believe 

especially – effective – key – abroad – lifestyle – ability 
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that we all have to learn to handle stress. They hope to find the most ……………..45……………… way to handle 

emotional crises. 

C. Reading Comprehension Test: Read the following passage and answer the questions as required. (4 points) 

    If you are like most people, your intelligence varies from season to season. You are probably a lot sharper in 
the spring than you are at any other me of year. A noted scien st, Ellsworth Hun ngton (1876–1947), 
concluded from other men's work and his own among peoples in different climates that climate and 
temperature have a definite effect on our mental abilities. 

    He found that cool weather is much more favorable for creative thinking than hot weather in summer. This 
does not mean that all people are less intelligent in the summer than they are during the rest of the year. It 
does mean, however, that the mental abilities of large numbers of people tend to be lowest in the summer. 

     Spring appears to be the best period of the year for thinking. One reason may be that in the spring man's 
mental abilities are affected by the same factors that bring about great changes in all nature. 

     Fall is the next-best season, then winter. As for summer, it seems to be a good time to take a long vacation 
from thinking! 

46.Huntington based his conclusions on ……..……………. 

(a)records of changes in his own intelligence (b)work with peoples in different climates 

(c)records of temperature changes (d)all of the above 

47.Ellsworth Huntington concluded that climate and temperature have ……..……………. 

(a)a great effect on everyone's intelligence (b)some effect on most persons' intelligence 

(c)some effect on a few persons' intelligence (d)no effect on most persons' intelligence 

48.One possible reason why spring is the best season for thinking is that ……..……………. 

(a)all nature, including man, is growing then (b)it lasts longer than the other seasons 

(c)it is not too warm and not too cold (d)b and c 

True or False 

49.The two worst seasons for thinking seem to be spring and fall.              True □          False□ 

50.Our intelligence probably varies from year to year.                               True □      False□ 

      Total Points Given:24 points 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                         Lots  of Luck! 

Test Producer: Amir Khorooshi     
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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

Key 

I. Vocabulary 

A.(0.5 pts)  

1.(  c   )                                    2.(  d   ) 

B. (1 pt) 

3.seek   4.ahead                                                5.if                                            6.least 

C. (0.5 pts) 

7.disappear                                      8.explanation  

D. (1 pt) 

9.despite                                      10.period 

E. (1 pt) 

11.What is the most important factor to have a healthier life? 

II. Writing  

A.(2 pts)  

12.quince                                  13.contain                               14.vacuum                                   15.proportion 

16.through                               17.diseases                              18.calm                                         19.exist 

B. (2 pts)  

20.was                                                                                              21.round  

22.them                                                                                           23.Tomorrow  

 

 باسمه تعالی 
:    وزارت آموزش و پرورش                                           شماره کالس                                 2سواالت امتحان درس زبان انگلیسی   

      05/10/97:رضوي                                تاریخ آزموناداره کل آموزش و پرورش خراسان :                                             نام و نام خانوادگی
دقیقه 75:مشهد                                    مدت آزمون 4اداره آموزش و پرورش ناحیه :                                                       پایه و رشته  

صبح         08:مشهد مقدس                           ساعت شروع 1دبیرستان دوره دوم شهید هاشمی نژاد             :                            شماره صندلی
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C. (2 pts) 

24.usually                                                                                  25.in the hotel 

26.effectively                                       27.from nine to five 

D. (2 pts) 

28.more and more cold                                                          29.grew more and more cold    

30.My wife and  I                                                                      31.John  

III. Grammar 

A. (2 pts) 

32. (  d   )           33. (  a   )               34. (   d  )                    35. (  c  )  

B. (2 pts) 

36.means                          37.Laughter                             38.researches        39.sunglasses 

IV. Reading 

A. (2 pts) 

40. (  d   )                                                                                         41. (  a  ) 

B. (2 pts) 

42.key        43.especially               44.ability                                 45.effective                                                            

C. (4 pts) 

46. (  b   ) 

47. (  b   ) 

48. (  a   ) 

49.True □      False ■             

50.True □      False ■    

                                                                Total Score Obtained:12 

Lots of Luck! 

Scorer: Amir Khorooshi  
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